Row Ontario COVID-19 Member Club Town Hall – June 24
The content of this Town Hall Meeting was primarily a question and answer period with clubs
regarding the reopening of Ontario.
Pre-Submitted Questions
Question: Considering several factors will Row Ontario lobby the Government of Ontario to allow crew
rowing either with physical distancing plus mitigating measures or with physical distancing of 1 metre
(when not facing each other) in Stage 3 re-opening?
Answer: Row Ontario is not planning to lobby the Government of Ontario to change the physical
distancing rules. We will continue to follow the orders from Public Health and the return to rowing
protocols developed by Rowing Canada in consultation with their Chief Medical officer.
Question: Now that Ontario is allowing bubbles of 10 people, are people within the same bubble
permitted to row together in crew boats? Other provinces are ahead of Ontario in re-opening. Do any
other provinces allow crew rowing?
Answer: At this point RCA is only permitting experienced single scullers on the water and experienced
scullers in a double if from the same household. This is true across the country. RCA is working on
phase two of their re-opening plans which will allow for more activity in doubles/pairs within bubbles.
This will be more PRA specific as rules in each province are different. RCA expects to have more
information out on this within the next week or so.
Question: What do you think are the possibilities here for a Fall head race and row touring season? Are
there protocols in place for when rowing returns to competition?
Answer: At this point there are no return to competition protocols in place for rowing. RCA’s full
return to rowing plans include multiple phases, including return to competition. While not completed,
this is on the radar to be done. Timelines are not known, but Row Ontario can certainly follow up with
RCA to get an understanding of their timelines.
Question: How will Row Ontario know if there is a 'second wave' of COVID that would
require/recommend clubs to be shut down again? What criteria would Row Ontario be looking at to
make that decision?
Answer: Row Ontario will continue to take guidance and direction from the Ontario Government,
Public Health Authorities and Rowing Canada. Like in the initial wave of COVID, Row Ontario did not
shut down clubs, but worked with our Member Clubs to help them understand how provincial
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legislation and other restrictions effected rowing. We would continue to so same if there is a second
wave.
Question: There are environmental concerns but also and more concerning is the safety concerns to
applying soap and water to a wooden deck, greater than spreading COVID by touching a wooden
surface when everyone is using hand sanitizer. Would Row Ontario consider changing this requirement
out of safety to our members?
Answer: Row Ontario is not in a position to change this or any other return to rowing requirement. The
return to rowing protocols are governed by RCA. If a club is seeking an exception from this regulation
or any others the club would be required to complete an exemption request form, which can be found
on RCA’s website.
https://rowingcanada.org/return-to-rowing-planning/
Question: Is it important that a club advise Row Ontario and RCA if there is a confirmed COVID case at
the club?
Answer: Absolutely it is! RCA is working with Public Health on how to re-open community recreation
and all information is critical to have. Please ensure both Row Ontario and RCA are informed, along
with your local public health authorities and other required bodies.
Question: If we wear masks while rowing can we row in crew boats?
Answer: According to medical advice, masks become ineffective as soon as they are saturated, which
they would become if rowed in. In addition, it becomes harder to breathe when wearing a mask. Based
on advice received masks are not the solution to get into crew boats.
Question: Increasing the number of potential people allowed on the water will assist clubs financially.
Is RCA/Row Ontario going to allow learn to row & novices back on the water this summer?
Answer: RCA is currently looking at how to safety loosen their restrictions to allow people within the
same bubble to row together in double/pairs. They have confirmed with the PRAs that they are going
to look into expanding the protocols to include camps and learn to row programs, appreciating this is a
significant revenue source for clubs. They are aiming to have something in place for the summer. They
will be evaluating each stage in 2-week chunks.
Question: Is there any COVID relief funding available from Row Ontario or RCA?
Answer: The federal government provided $72M in relief for amateur sport. $32.5M went to the NSOs,
$32.5M were distributed to each P/T based on the number of PSO/MSO in the province through bilateral agreements and the remaining $5M went directly to athletes through the AAP carding program.
RCA has received their funding, and are in the midst of developing plans on how to provide portions of
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these dollars to clubs. More information will be coming from RCA. The Ontario Government has not
made any announcements of what they are doing with Ontario’s portion of the Federal funds. Once
we have an idea of their plan and how the PSO’s will be a part of that process, we will certainly
communicate that to the clubs.
Question: What are the rules about hosting AGM’s?
Answer: The Government of Ontario has permitted organizations to do virtual Annual Meetings, and if
they wish not to, they will have 90 days from the end of the State of Emergency Order ends to host
their AGM. The State of Emergency Order was extended to July 15th today.
Questions Asked During Call
Question: Just looking clarification on the Row Ontario Best Practices Tool, is it just a guideline?
Answer: Yes. There are specifics to every club that we can’t project so the tool is a guideline. It covers
the general items that should be covered, but there are likely extra items that are club-specific that
should be added to it based on each club’s operations and facility.
Question: Regarding the Best Practices Tool, can you clarify the 65+ rule for participants? Is anyone
over 65 allowed at the club?
Answer: Limiting the participation of those individuals in the at-risk categories (65+) is a guideline. If
there are protocols that you can put it in place at your club to ensure the safety of individuals in the atrisk categories than it is the judgement of the club on whether to allow these individuals to participate.
Question: Because we are rowing singles and have a limited amount available, there is quite a long
booking process to use them. We are currently allowing members over the age of 23 to use the boats,
but have had requests from high school students to be able to book them. Curious whether other clubs
are allowing experienced high school students to participate?
Answers: Provided by Member Clubs
1. Right now we have a sufficient number of singles for our members to use. So we are allowing
experienced members to use them, regardless of age. We haven’t put in place an age
restriction, so experienced high school students are attending our club to train.
2. Regarding our junior set up at the club, we have separated the times for training. So far we’ve
had luck scheduling our immunocompromised members, private members or people who are
working during the day, for the early morning hours in the first flight of the day. What we found
for our juniors and U23’s since they are not in school right now their schedules are a little more
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flexible. So we’ve been scheduling them in later in the morning at different times (7:30am,
9am, 11am for example). So the training for these different groups has been staggered, it’s
been working so far and we’re not cross-contaminating any more than we need to.
3. We’ve managed to divide our groups into 2-hour timeslots that run throughout the day, leaving
a couple hours in the middle of the day where nobody is really out there. We have groups of
Masters, Seniors, Juniors, and a higher risk group, all of whom are competent in a single. No
one who isn’t experienced has been on the water for us. It’s been working pretty well and
we’ve had minimal sharing of boats.
Question: Want to clarify if doubles are allowed from the same household?
Answer: Yes, family members from the same household are allowed in doubles. RCA has permitted this
being approved after some initial hesitation. But they are not allowed in fours or eights. We continue
to caution clubs about the optics of allowing pairs to go out in the water though and allowing some
members of the club to row in doubles while others are not.
Question: We’ve limited high school rowing due to a lack of funding for coaches. Our understanding
was if a member is under 18 they have to have a coach boat with them in the water. Looking to
confirm if this is an actual rule, or if rowers under 18 are allowed out on their own?
Answer: This may be just a club rule. We don’t have a final answer right now but we will follow up to
let you know for sure.
Question: Regarding letting Row Ontario and RCA know if a member tests positive for COVID, our
instructions from Public Health is if a member tests positive they will do all of the contact tracing
themselves and as a club we don’t have to do it. They will contact us for support though. Question is
do we have to tell all club members that they have to tell us if they test positive, even if they haven’t
been to the club recently?
Answer: If your public health authority is telling you they will do the tracing, it’s advised you can let
them perform those services. If you are aware and a member tells you than it would be good for Row
Ontario and RCA to know. It’s also recommended to follow your public health’s advice on informing
other members of the club if a member tests positive and they haven’t been to the club.
Question: What about face shields instead of masks on the water? Could that potentially work for PPE?
Answer: There’s nothing concrete yet on this, but it has been suggested to RCA to look at this as an
option. We will let you know anything further once we hear if face shields would work as an alternative
to masks.
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Next Meeting
We plan to have another meeting related to COVID on the reopening of in mid-July, exact date to be
determined. We are planning on continuing hosting webinar’s once per month, even post-COVID, on
different topics relevant to our clubs and rowing in Ontario. We will likely do 9-10 webinars per year,
with each lasting 1 hour at the most.
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